SELn Article Review Sheet

Title of Article:

1. Content
   - Is the article topic of interest to the library community in the Southeast? □ YES □ NO
   - Is the article well-researched? □ YES □ NO
   - Is the article factually correct? □ YES □ NO

2. Organization
   - Is the topic a manageable one? □ YES □ NO
   - Is the thesis clearly stated at the outset? □ YES □ NO
   - Is the thesis logically developed as the article progresses? □ YES □ NO
   - Are the conclusions valid? □ YES □ NO

3. Style
   - Is the article succinct? □ YES □ NO
   - Is the article clearly written? □ YES □ NO
   - Is the article interestingly written? □ YES □ NO

4. Editing
   - How much rewriting will the article need? (check one)
     - None
     - Minor
     - Moderate
     - Extensive

   Comments (strong points, weak points)

Recommendation (check one)
- publishable in its current condition
- publishable with only minor editorial revisions
- requires rewriting to make it publishable
- requires major rewriting, and it should be reviewed again after a revised draft is received
- does not warrant further consideration by SELn

Reviewer: __________________________________________

Date: __________________________________________

RETURN within three or four weeks to: Perry Bratcher, SELn Editor, 503A Steely Library, Northern Kentucky University, Highland Heights, KY 41099. FAX: (859) 572-6181, E-mail: bratcher@nku.edu